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The past and the future of a 3.5mm audio connector interface 
3.5mm audio connector has been in the news lately. Internet community is actively discussing recent rumor on 

Apple attempt to rid smartphones of the 3.5mm audio I/O connector that has been featured in every single one of 

1.0B smartphones produced each year worldwide. This paper will look into roots of Apple decision as well as 

discuss its merits and propose a future direction for one of the most widespread connector interfaces in the world. 

Background 
Cylindrical audio plugs and corresponding jacks have been used for many decades to establish connections for 

electrical signals bearing audio information.  Typically the equipment that either produces or records the signal 

would include a jack (male connector), and the peripheral equipment such as headphones or microphones would 

include the plug (female connector). Transmitted signal type is usually analogue, since all transducers and 

microphones used to play or record sound are inherently analogue instruments.  Whereas the older audio plugs 

were one-quarter inch (6.35 mm) diameter, newer and smaller equipment such as Compact Disk (CD) players, MP3 

players, and mobile telephone handsets use the nominally 3.5 mm (1/8”) plugs and jacks. There is even smaller, 

2.5mm diameter version of the connector that, due to its fragility, is not in widespread use. (see Figure 1) 

 

Figure 1 List of currently used audio connectors (Wikipedia page) 

3.5mm audio interface is by far the most popular and is in widespread use all around the world. Its features are 

covered by a worldwide standard P.381 [1] created and maintained by a worldwide standardization organization 

called ITU-T. There are two main versions of the 3.5mm audio connector interface – 3 pole TTRS (Tip, Ring Sleeve)  

and 4 pole TRRS (Tip, Ring, Ring Sleeve). Most recent TRRS version is used in mobile device and accessories, such as 

headsets, that usually come in a retail box with the device. See Figure 2 and Figure 3 for TRRS dimensions and pin 

assignments enforced by ITU-T P.381 standard. 

 

 

Figure 2 P.381 TRRS plug dimensions 

https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-P.381/en
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Figure 3 P.381 TRRS terminology and pin assignments 

4 pole means there are 4 separate I/O communication lines that can be used with this interface. Low number of 

communication channels is a main limitation of the TRRS interface. Two lines are used for each, left and right audio 

OUT channel, one line is used for mono microphone INPUT and one channel is used for a GROUND connection. See 

Figure 4 for TRRS plug inserted fully into a corresponding jack. 

 

Figure 4 P.381 plug fully inserted into a jack 

In recent years evolution of mobile devices allowed them to be used for all kinds of applications, of which 

delivering sound to a user ears is one of the more important ones. Equally important is ability to record sound 

coming into the device. Specific details on how digital and analogue signals are processed between mobile devices 

and their accessories are numerous and are, for example, described in Reference [2]. Modern smartphone usually 

includes audio codec IC, which is responsible for processing all the sounds coming in and out of a smartphone. It 

consists of a digital to analog converter (DAC), analog to digital converter (ADC) and an amplifier, among other 

things. The DAC processes the sound that exits the phone, including music and phone calls. The ADC processes the 

analog signal received by the external microphones located at a user mouth or ears. There is a ton of signal 

processing going on - things such as applying audio effects on your music to noise suppression during phone calls 

from signal received from multiple microphones, it all happen inside the mobile device audio codec. For a primer 

on ADC and DAC conversion see References [3] and [4]. 

Real estate of the mobile device is very precious and there are very few connector interfaces in use on modern 

mobile devices. Current standard bearers are micro-USB for Android and Lightning for Apple IOS based devices, 

with USB-C emerging as a future potential replacement for a micro-USB interface. It is worth mentioning that all 

three of these interfaces are used to transmit power and digital signal. Therefore as a status quo 3.5mm audio 

interface is used exclusively for analogue while micro-USB/Lightning/USB-C interfaces are used for charging and 

high speed digital signal transmission. 

Problem statement 
As mentioned earlier, TRRS interface only allows for a use of 4 separate communication channels. Therefore only 

one channel mono sound can be transmitted to and recorded by your smartphone simultaneously while listening 

to a music or a phone conversation. In recent years audiophile community gradually gained understanding that in 

order to provide enhanced user experience at least two separate microphone communication channels are 

necessary.  

http://www.gsmarena.com/headphone_jack_vs_usb_audio_which_is_better_-blog-19060.php
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What can one more channel do for you? 
Adding one more communication channel enables many extremely exciting audio applications. The words that 

would best describe what is possible are “disruptive” and “audio revolution”. 

To understand why one needs to look at how sound processing takes place inside a human brain. Sound coming 

into both human ears is affected by the ear shape as well as by a human head and a distance between both ears. 

The brain processes the sounds giving us a 3D perception of our audio reality. If two microphones are placed inside 

both human ears and recording is made it can be played back to a listener via headphones, re-creating this 3D 

audio reality to a high degree. This type of recording is called “binaural recording” and sound called “binaural 

sound”. Binaural sound effect is similar to that of its synthetic cousin, “surround sound”. However, binaural 

recording does not require an army of sound professionals and expensive mixers and studios. All that is needed is 

two decent quality separate omnidirectional microphones connected via two separate analogue lines to a 

recording device, such as a smartphone or a tablet to make a very impressive binaural sound recording.  

Since binaural sound contains information that is not available with other types of sound recording, such as MONO 

or STEREO, it can be used for many different very useful applications. Some of these are: 

1. Active noise cancelling done by your mobile device (currently has to be done by headphone). 

2. High quality wired hearing aids at a fraction of what wireless products cost now.  

3. Individual or conference room videoconferencing with binaural 3D sound in real time: think Skype, 

Facetime etc. 

4. Live concert , reality shows, amateur movie making - immersive streaming entertainment experience 

recorded or broadcast live to mass audiences equipped with headphones – all done with only a 

smartphone and pair of binaural mics! 

In addition to applications described above, having four separate analogue channels and a ground enables dual 

channel balanced audio [5] applications. Think low SNR HiFi studio quality recording and listening of music all done 

by your smartphone. 

To make all of these exciting applications possible a new connector interface featuring 5 separate poles is 

necessary.  

Early 3.5mm 5 pole audio interface implementations 
Attempts to make such an interface were made several times in a recent past. Sony paved the way around 2007 

with Walkman NW-S705F featuring modified plug/jack connectors with a feature added to allow for extra channel. 

A few Hi Res pictures of the interface exist; here is the best one I was able to find: 

 

Figure 5 

Added 5th pole feature allowed Active Noise Cancellation to be performed by the MP3 player. However, it 

prevented the plug from rotation inside the jack and made the interface backwards incompatible with 3 and 4 pole 

configurations. This interface was protected by Sony via a US patent 8,041,047. Early reports suggested this 

configuration was prone to damage during normal use and was abandoned by Sony. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balanced_audio
https://www.google.com/patents/US8041047
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Adding one more channel by extending a length of the plug was also tried. (see Figure 6) 

  

Figure 6 

These extended length TRRRS plugs are currently available for sale around the web but, due to their obvious 

backwards compatibility problems, did not gain acceptance and are mostly used by “Do It Yourself” crowd.  

Latest serious attempt was made by Sony with introduction of the Xperia 2 product line. Starting with Xperia 2  

Sony flagship smartphones featured a 5 pole TRRRS audio jack that would accept matching 5 pole audio plug, such 

as the one shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Sony Xperia headphones with ANC 

To make it happen standard TRRS plug and jack configuration was again altered. Leaving the Tip ring alone, Sony 

plug manufacturer chose to squeeze four channels in the space where there used to be only three. This indeed 

allowed for creation of a 5 pole configuration at the expense of providing backwards compatibility with 3 and 4 

pole configurations covered by P.381 standard. (see Figure 8)  

 

Figure 8 Sony Xperia 5 pole plug and jack compatibility fits 

Shifting plug rings positions to make space for extra one creates a situation where, due to real world 

manufacturing tolerances and design variations for plugs and jacks, jack springs may fall onto an insulating plastic 

or multiple springs. (Figure 8 areas circled in red) This results in a not so remote probability of a signal short or 

signal disconnects rendering the accessory useless or misdetected. Backwards compatibility is not maintained. As a 
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result, it becomes very difficult or impossible to guarantee correct detection and functionality mixing detection 

circuits and plugs of 3 , 4 and 5 pole configurations.  

Importance of Compatibility 
Ability to maintain compatibility between existing and future electronic devices is one of the main reasons 

standards are created and enforced. One needs to consider a tremendous number of audio accessories currently in 

use, which would need to be replaced and turned into electronic waste if they become incompatible with newer 

devices. In case of a 3.5mm audio connector existing P.381 standard addresses it by outlining backwards 

compatibility between 3 and 4 pole connectors. Given billions of new devices and accessories that are produced 

each year, maintaining backwards compatibility between any newly developed connector interface and existing 

P.381 standard is crucial. Limiting electronic waste on this scale becomes not only technical but also an issue of 

social responsibility.  

As described in a previous Section, no current implementation allows for a backwards compatible 3.5mm TRRRS 

audio connector interface. 

MAX Solutions backwards compatible 3.5mm audio 5 pole TRRRS connector 

interface 
MAX 5 pole interface, also referred to as MAX TRRRS interface, was created as a fully backwards and forward 

compatible interconnect system, addressing issues identified above. Standard TRRS plug was modified and one 

more conductive ring was added by splitting space now occupied by the Tip contact into two metal rings separated 

by the plastic insulator. Note the other three contact rings were left completely unchanged. As can be seen in 

Figure 9, all 5 connecting metal rings are electrically insulated from each other by molded plastic material (blue). 

 

Figure 9 Cross-section of the MAX 5 pole plug 

This approach allows adding fifth socket spring contact without shifting location of the other 4 jack springs that 

correspond to a TRRS jack. 

Figure 10 illustrates MAX 5 pole TRRRS plug fit inside MAX 5 pole TRRRS jack. 

 

Figure 10 MAX 5 pole plug fit into a 5 pole socket/jack 

All 5 metal rings on the plug are connected to corresponding 5 electrical terminals on the jack. Logic CPU detection 

algorithm allows to turn on all 5 communications channels and mobile device can use 2 stereo analog inputs 

(microphones) as well as 2 stereo analog output (audio) channels and the ground.  

Example of pin assignments are illustrated in Figure 11. Third added Ring contact is assigned to a second 

microphone signal. All other pin assignments stay same as how it is outlined in the P.381 standard. 
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Figure 11 MAX 5 pole TRRRS plug pin assignment 

 

MAX TRRRS Backwards Compatibility 

In order to assess backwards compatibility one has to look at TRRS and TRRRS plug position inside the TRRS and 

TRRRS socket/jack. 

 

Figure 12.  Compatibility a) TRRS plug into MAX TRRRS jack;    b) MAX TRRRS plug into TRRS jack 

As can be seen from Figure 12a, when legacy 4 pole plug is inserted into MAX 5 pole socket, 5th contact on the jack 

will either connect to the TIP, effectively shorting to it or it will not connect at all. Both cases can be easily detected 

by mobile device logic CPU. Once it is detected, spare 5th channel is turned off and the socket electrically becomes 

a 4 pole jack, matching the 4 pole plug inserted. Full compatibility is achieved. 

Figure 12b illustrates how future devices with 5 pole TRRRS plug will connect to legacy TRRS sockets and jacks. As 

can be seen, third ring contact on the plug and its insulator are clearing connecting hardware of the 4 pole jack. 5
th

  

Ring on the plug remains disconnected. Therefore 5 pole plug is detected and behaves as a 4 pole TRRS plug if 

inserted into a 4 pole jack. Full compatibility is maintained. 

Standard compliance 

New ITU-T standard for 3.5mm TRRRS connectors had been developed and recently approved by ITU-T. [6]  The 

standard, called P.382 (former P.MMIC), outlines technical requirements and test methods for multi-microphone 

wired headset or headphone interfaces of digital wireless terminals. MAX 3.5mm 5 pole connector interface is fully 

compliant with a final version of the P.382 standard. 

Availability 

MAX 5 pole TRRRS plugs are available immediately in limited production quantities. Samples of the plug attached 

to a working headset accessory are also available. MAX 5 pole socket designs are available in SMT (surface 

mounted) and spring loaded versions. Normal switch closed (NSC) and low latency normal switch open (NSO) 

designs are available. The design can be quickly adjusted to custom OEM requirements. 

Other solutions for a multi-microphone connector interface 
As evidenced by Apple IPhone 7 rumors, some smartphone manufacturers are looking to merge 3.5mm audio and 

main digital connector into a single and only smartphone I/O connector. Apple Lightning and USB Type C are 

emerging as interconnect interfaces capable of transmitting multiple analogue as well as digital lines in and out of 
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a mobile device. However, having a single connector to serve all user needs creates following significant limitations 

of its own: 

1. Inability to charge the device while audio accessory is plugged in (listening to the music). 

2. No backwards compatibility – external adaptors are needed to be able to plug in legacy analogue 

accessories. 

3. Fragmentation of the accessories market caused by plug interface complying with either, Lightning or 

USB-C type. 

4. Analogue and high speed digital signal mixing may not be desirable from a signal integrity standpoint. For 

example, USB-C specs prohibit using digital lines while analogue lines are in use. Therefore mobile device 

wired digital communication would have to cease while wired audio accessory is attached. 

Placing 5 pole TRRRS audio jack next to all digital USB-C or micro-USB type would address all above concerns and 

suffer no such limitations whatsoever. 

With that in mind, smartphone architecture featuring a separate digital/power connector next to a dedicated 

backwards compatible analogue 3.5mm TRRRS connector is a no compromise solution that would provide system 

architects with maximum flexibility and utility while not adding any significant cost and avoiding any 

inconveniences to the end user.  

Conclusion  
Modern mobile device packs very powerful processing chips including main multi core CPU and a “sound 

processor”, such as an audio CODEC. MAX TRRRS connector interface is a missing link that can directly connect 

external analogue transducers and microphones to this digital audio powerhouse using a familiar 3.5mm audio 

connector interface. It is a standard compliant, low cost, backwards compatible solution that can be implemented 

into mass production immediately. It will work on any OS and hardware platform and is easily scalable to millions 

of devices. With this innovation 3.5mm audio connector will received a long overdue makeover, which should give 

it a new live for many years ahead. 

Only future will tell to what degree available alternative solutions are going to be implemented and accepted by 

the market. In the meantime MAX Solutions 3.5mm TRRRS interface offers OEMs and audio accessory 

manufacturers a straight forward way of integrating disruptive advanced audio accessories without alienating 

existing users. It is an evolution that can finally enable a much anticipated revolution in the world of audio devices 

and accessories.  

Please contact us for future licensing and collaboration opportunities.  
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